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MECHANOBIOLOGY ASSAYS 
 
This files contains 3 protocols that we routinely use to assay the effects of 
cell geometry and substrate rigidity on cell behaviour, and to test the role 
of YAP and TAZ in these events. 
 
 
HOW TO SEED CELLS ON CONFINED FIBRONECTIN ECM ISLANDS OF 
DEFINED SIZE 
	  
Protocol optimized for  CYTOOchips TM  , but see also their guidelines  

             

    
http://www.cytoo.com/ 
 
1. CYTOOchips are packaged individually. Remove paper seal and place CYTOOchips 
in 35 mm culture dishes or in a 6 well plate.  
 
2. Collect cells by trypsinization and centrifuge using usual settings. Resuspend the cells 
gently in 1ml of medium. Count cells and dilute to a concentration of 10.000 cells per ml. 
 
3. Dispense 4 ml (40.000 cells) into each well/dish. Handle gently; the dish should be 
moved as little as possible to avoid inducing rotational movements in the medium as this 
will tend to concentrate cells at the centre. 
 
4. Let cells sediment for 20 min under the hood, then move them back to the cell 
incubator.  
 
5. After 2 hours - or as soon as cells have attached - change the cell medium and gently 
flush the cover slip surface to eliminate non-attached cells. 
 
6. Check under the microscope for floating cells. If you see floating cells then repeat the 
washing procedure. This procedure will remove all cells that have sedimented onto non-
adhesive surfaces and limit the number of micropatterns occupied by more than 1 cell. 
 
7. For immunofluorescence fix cells 24 hours after plating.  
 
This protocol is optimized for HMVEC and hMSC cells. Times for attachment and 
spreading may vary considerably depending on cell type. 
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HOW TO SEED CELLS ON HYDROGELS OF DEFINED RIGIDITY 
 
Hydrogels are produced by our collaborator Dr. Nicola Elvassore Laboratory.  
http://www.bioera.dii.unipd.it/Bioera/ 
 
1. Hydrogels are build in 35 mm culture dishes or in a 6 well plate. They have an area of 
4 cm2. Before using them, place hydrogels into the incubator for at least 10 minutes. 
 
2. Collect cells by trypsinization and centrifuge using usual settings. Resuspend the cells 
gently and dilute to have 0,8 cm2 (20% of the total hydrogelʼs area) of cells in 400 ul. 
 
3. Dispense 400 ul of cells on the top of the surface drop by drop. The dish should be 
moved as little as possible.  
 
4. Let the cells sediment for 20 min under the hood, then move them to the cell 
incubator.  
 
5. After 2 hours or as soon as cells have attached, add 4 ml of medium. Add very gently 
the medium from the side of the dish/well. 
 
6. For immunofluorescence fix cells 24 hours after plating. For Real-Time PCR  harvest 
cells 48 hours after plating. 
 
This protocol is optimized for MCF10A, MDA-MB-231 and hMSC cells. Times for  
seeding and attachment may vary considerably depending on cell type. 
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GENERATION OF COLLAGEN-MATRIGEL MIXED GELS for 3D CULTURE 
 
Protocol optimized from Mina Bissel Lab. 
 
CollagenI from TREVIGEN, CULTUREX 3-D Culture Matrix Rat CollagenI (catalog 
#3447-02-01),  mixed with growth factor reduced Matrigel TM from BD-Bioscence to 
obtain different rigidities. 
 
 
1. Neutralize collagen: on ice, mix CollagenI, 10X PBS (sterile), 10X 0.1M NaOH (sterile) 
and bring the pH of the solution to 7.5 with 0.1N HCl. 
 
2. Mix with Matrigel: on ice, mix the neutralized CollagenI and Matrigel to obtain the 
desired final CollagenI concentration. (For example, if the lot of collagen is 5mg/ml, to 
have a final concentration of 3mg/ml mix 2 parts of Matrigel with 3 parts of neutralized 
CollagenI) 
 
3. First coat “a bed” of the mixed gel in chamber slides. Spread 100 ul per well in an 8-
well chamber slide. Incubate for 60 minutes at 37°C. 
 
4. Mix cells with Collagen-Matrigel gel. Count cells to have 100.000 per 1 ml of culture 
medium and mix 1:1 with the gel for an approximate 50/50 mix. 
 
5. Plate 100 ul per well of the cell-gel mix, as a drop, on the top of the pre-coated 
chamber slide. Incubate for 60 minutes at 37°C and add 300 ul of medium per well. 
Change medium every 3 days. 
 
This protocol is optimized for MCF10A cell.  
Note: Work with solutions and tips that are pre-chilled at 4°C, keep solutions on ice and 
work as quickly as possible since CollagenI tends to solidify even on ice in a short time. 
 
 
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  


